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- Term Custom Debian Distributions was always misunderstood
- Main misunderstanding: CDD was regarded as “something else than Debian” even if people were told that it is a concept inside Debian explicitly
- Dropped the misleading name in favour of a name where you just have to read the docs
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Basic goal of Blends

- Debian > 29.000 packages
- Users interested in *subset*
- Groups of specialised users
- Easy installation and configuration
- While Debian stays general support specialists as well
- **No derivative** from Debian

*Basic idea: Do not make a separate distribution but make Debian fit for special purpose instead*
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- Tendency to ignore the 100% inside Debian principle and to derive again for certain implementations
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- Small crew with too few manpower
- Limited knowledge of Debian and Blends internals
- Short deadline for release
- Just deriving and making changes might be faster than changing something at the Debian root
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This talk is available at
http://people.debian.org/~tille/talks/

Andreas Tille <tille@debian.org>